
Innovative colours.
New functions.
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MÀTIX takes on a new shape

The new shape of the cover
plate completely reinvents
the wiring devices.
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MÀTIX has a completely
new design:

more modern

thinner

more suitable for your home

All cover plates
have a thickness of

only 6 mm.
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WHITE:
base and neutral colours: 
white, ivory, ash and cord. 
Complement very well today’s 
most popular wall colours.

Switches with White 
cover plate.

A wide range of new colours for MÀTIX

24 new colours divided into 5 groups: White, 
Metallic, Colour, Texture and Galvanic ranges, 
that perfectly complement today’s new trends 
in home design.

WHITE

White 

Ivory

Cord

Ash
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Switches with Titanium 
cover plate.

METALLIC:
metal effect. Gold, iron, silver, 
titanium. The metal effect 
makes these cover plates 
suitable for all environments.

METALLIC

Silver

Iron

Gold 

Titanium
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BRIGHT COLOURS:
coral, amber, cobalt, emerald 
strong and bright colours, 
suitable for environments
with character.

Switches with Coral
colour cover plate.

A wide range of new colours for MÀTIX

BRIGHT COLOURS

COLOURS
Shiny effect, polished 
surfaces. The eight 
fi nishes of this range can 
be split in two groups 
with similar hues.

Coral

Amber 

Emerald

Cobalt
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Switches with Green 
Tea colour cover plate.

SOFT SHADES:
ice, ivory, green tea and 
turquoise.
Pastel hues for soft designs.

Ice

Ivory

Green Tea

Turquoise

SOFT SHADES
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TEXTURE:
textured look: lime white, 
terracotta, coffee brown, mercury 
blue. Original fi nishes with a 
beautiful textured fi nish.

Switches with Terracotta 
colour cover plate.

A wide range of new colours for MÀTIX

Lime 
white

Terracotta 

Coffee 
brown

Mercury blue

TEXTURE
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Switches with Satin Gold 
colour cover plate.

GALVANIC: 
the colours of precious metals: 
shiny chrome, black nickel, 
polished gold and satin Gold. 
Two fi nishes, polished and satin, 
are the ideal complement to the 
metal fi nishes of interiors.

GALVANIC

Shiny Chrome

ShinyGold

Black Nickel

Satin Gold
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MÀTIX: cover plates range

WHITE

MODULES

White (BBN) Silver (MSL) Lime white (TBC)

Iron (MIR) Terracotta (TRT)

Gold (MGL) Coffee brown (TGG)

Titanium (MTA) Mercury blue (TBM)

Ivory (BAV)

Cord (BCD)

Ash (BCN)

Note: cover plate AM4803M1... and AM4819... not available in the “colours” family range

1 MODULE 2 MODULES 2 MODULES 3 MODULES

AM4803M1... AM4802... AM4819... AM4803...

METALLIC TEXTURE
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Coral (CRD)

Amber (CAB)

Emerald (CVS)

When ordering include the cover  plate code followed by the colour code in brackets 
after each name. E.g.: 4 module cover plate IRON - AM4804MIR

4 MODULES 6 MODULES 3+3 MODULES

AM4804... AM4806... AM4826...

Cobalt (CBU)

Ice (CBN)

Ivory (CAV)

Green Tea (CVC)

Turquoise (CAR)

Shiny Chrome (GCR)

Shiny Gold (GOR)

Black nickel (GNN)

Satin Gold (GOS)

GALVANICCOLOURS
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TEMPERATURE CONTROL

AUTOMATION

With MÀTIX, home automation
becomes standard

MY HOME, the BTicino home
automation system that
offers modern functions and
solutions, which are becoming
more and more a necessity
both in domestic and service
environments. Today also
available in the Màtix series. 
It covers all main comfort, 
safety, saving, communication 
and control applications.

Cobalt cover plate
with ON-OFF control 
and IR remote 
control receiver

Silver cover plate 
with temperature 
control unit
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LOCAL CONTROL

BURGLAR-ALARM 

SOUND SYSTEM

With MÀTIX, home automation
becomes standard

Coffee Brown 
cover plate with 
audio amplifi er

Satin Gold cover plate 
with TOUCH SCREEN

Emerald cover plate 
with transponder 
connecting key
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A complete range for 
the domestic environment

IDROBOX: 
IP55 cover

MÀTIX: 
MY HOME 

controls

: 
MY HOME 

controls

MÀTIX: traditional 
controls

SWING video 
handset
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Modular SFERA 
entrance panel

IDROBOX PLUS: 
external IP55 nameplate pushbutton

POLYX VIDEO DISPLAY:
video handset to control the 
MY HOME functions

MÀTIX: 
MY HOME 
Touch Screen
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BTicino SpA reserves at any time the right to modify the contents of this booklet and to communicate, 
in any form and modality, the changes brought to the same.




